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Measurement of the x-ray mass attenuation coefficient of copper using 8.85–20 keV
synchrotron radiation
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This work presents the x-ray extended range technique for measuring x-ray mass attenuation coefficients.
This technique includes the use of multiple foil attenuators at each energy investigated, allowing independent
tests of detector linearity and of the harmonic contributions to the monochromated synchrotron beam. Mea-
surements over a wide energy range allow the uncertainty of local foil thickness to be minimized by the
calibration of thin sample measurements to those of thick samples. The use of an extended criterion for sample
thickness selection allows direct determination of dominant systematics, with an improvement of accuracies
compared to previous measurements by up to factors of 20. Resulting accuracies for attenuation coefficients of
copper~8.84 to 20 keV! are 0.27–0.5 %, with reproducibility of 0.02%. We also extract the imaginary com-
ponent of the form factor from the data with the same accuracy. Results are compared to theoretical calcula-
tions near and away from the absorption edge. The accuracy challenges available theoretical calculations, and
observed discrepancies of 10% between current theory and experiments can now be addressed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.64.062506 PACS number~s!: 32.30.Rj, 32.80.Fb, 61.10.Ht, 61.10.Eq
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I. INTRODUCTION

A precise understanding of the way x-ray photons inter
with matter is important in atomic physics, crystallograph
medical diagnosis, and surface and material sciences. Re
major developments have concentrated on applications
structural determination near absorption edges, including
use of Bijvoet ratios@1#, multiple-wavelength anomalou
dispersion ~MAD ! techniques @2#, x-ray absorption fine
structure~XAFS! investigations@3#, and diffraction anoma-
lous fine structure~DAFS! @4#.

The complex form factorf ~the resonant scattering ampl
tude of x rays due to the charge distribution!, is the funda-
mental parameter for all optical devices. It specifies refr
tive indices, permittivities, scattering, and attenuati
coefficients, and hence the critical properties for mirro
lenses, filters, and coatings. In the x-ray regime, the fo
factor becomes accessible to theoretical prediction on
basis of atomic physics and the atomic form factor@5#. At
intermediate x-ray energies, photons are primarily attenua
or elastically scattered by matter. Inelastic scattering
comes dominant only at higher energies~above 40 keV for
copper!.

Current computations of theories vary by many quo
standard deviations from one another in important regi
@6,7#. In some cases this variation is due to a lack of conv
gence of the computation; in other cases it is due to in
equate assumptions relating to the wave functions. This
difficult area to compare directly with experiment, since e
perimental data must be obtained to high accuracy over
tended ranges of energy and attenuation to observe
structural variation and possible offsets due to any given
sumptions. This work presents the results of such an
tended investigation.
1050-2947/2001/64~6!/062506~15!/$20.00 64 0625
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The imaginary component of the form factor Im(f ) may
be determined from studies of the full complex form fact
using x-ray interferometry@8,9#, reflection and refraction
@10,11#, diffraction intensities @12,13#, and pendello¨sung
fringes@14,15#. Some difficulties of these approaches inclu
the often narrow energy range covered by interferome
methods, the limited accuracy of separating the imagin
component off from the real component in measurements
the full structure factor for a solid, and assumptions in us
the Kramers-Kronig relation on a limited data set of Re(f )
measurements.

Alternatively, Im(f ) ~denoted byf 9 or f 2 by various au-
thors! may be related directly to the photoelectric absorpt
coefficient and, equivalently, the photoelectric absorpt
cross sectionsPE , by the energyE, the classical electron
radiusr e , Planck’s constanth, and the speed of lightc,

Im~ f !5 f 9~E!5 f 2~E!5
EsPE

2hcre
. ~1!

Compilations of experimental data ofsPE over the last
decade show large variations of up to 30%, although m
authors have claimed 1% precision or better using vari
experimental techniques@16,17#. These variations are due t
unresolved systematics relating to sample thickness dete
nation and purity, detector linearity, harmonic contaminat
of the x-ray beam, scattering, energy calibration, and be
divergence. The most reliable results quoted in the literat
relate to the work of Creagh and Hubbell@17#, Gerward@18#,
and Mikaet al. and Chantler and Barnea@19#. We have re-
cently adapted the techniques of these authors and devel
them to be appropriate for synchrotron research@16,20#.

The availability of modern synchrotron radiation broug
near-edge absorption of x-rays within the reach of ma
fields of research. Previously, conventional x-ray diffracti
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup a
beamline 20B, Photon Factor
synchrotron, Japan~not to scale!.
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could not differentiate between metals in different valen
states or between consecutive metals in the Periodic Ta
However, identification of the absorption edge and near-e
structure allows such distinctions to be observed. The eff
of anomalous dispersion find increasing use, and it can
predicted safely that there will soon be a high demand
quantitative data to employ as a major tool in the determi
tion of many properties. For example, multiple-waveleng
anomalous dispersion~MAD ! @2# now makes it possible to
determine the structure of proteins without the need for
heavy metal technique.

These applications invite an accurate set of data on
absolute scale, as presented in this work, which can be
as a reference or calibration for a variety of experiments
this work we investigate copper, which remains one of
most useful and best tested materials.

II. X-RAY EXTENDED RANGE TECHNIQUE

The x-ray extended range technique uses an exten
range of energies, and an extended range of foil thickne
following an extended range criterion for selection, to a
dress a suite of systematics in x-ray measurements. The
nique is directed towards an attenuation measurement, w
a sample is interposed between a downstream detector
an upstream monitor in an x-ray beam monochromatized
a double-reflection crystal and collimated by slits. The te
nique combines normalization, including offsets with the
vestigation of statistical noise contributions and the optim
zation of correlation, and accurate and precise attenua
and energy measurement. We give this name to encaps
the key features of the experimental procedures used in t
measurements.

The average thickness of the absorber is determined
weighing a foil whose area has been measured and w
density is known; this corrects for the effects of voids a
cracks. The thickness of the thickest absorber is determ
in this manner, thus minimizing the relative error in the d
termination. Other, thinner, foils used at lower x-ray energ
are calibrated relative to the thicker foils. The thickne
variation of each foil is investigated by scanning it with t
x-ray beam used to measure the attenuation.

More than one foil is used to measure the attenuation
each energy. Multiple foils are used to test for the linearity
the counting system and to determine the fraction of harm
ics in the x-ray beam. The technique requires measurem
over an extended range of energy, and follows a differ
attenuation criterion for accuracy from that used in the p
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III. EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRY AND COMPONENTS

Details of our experimental setup are shown in Fig. 1. T
incident beam was a bending magnet beam of the Pho
Factory synchrotron~beamline 20B! monochromatized by a
double reflection from a monolithic silicon 111 monochr
mator. The monochromator was detuned to minimize high
order harmonic contributions in the beam@21#. After passing
through two apertures which defined the beam size
1 mm31 mm with a vertical divergence of 0.1
60.03 mrad, the beam passed through a diffractom
~BigDiff ! @22# in which powder-diffraction patterns of stan
dard powder specimens Si640b and LaB6 were used to de-
termine the energy of the x rays. Image plates mounted in
diffractometer covered an angular range from280° to 120°
@22–24#. The angular positions of these image plates w
determined precisely from the positions of a set of fiduc
marks provided by radioactive sources embedded at c
brated positions in the perimeter of the diffractometer.

The diffractometer was followed by the first of tw
matched ion chambers~the incident beam monitor!; this was
followed by a mounting stage holding three foil specime
with a controllable translation for placing the foils in th
beam. A separate pair of rotational stages allowed the
crease of attenuation with thickness through the sample~on
rotation! for aligning the samples exactly perpendicular
the beam. This adjustment is dependent on any sample th
ness variation, but we ensured that this latter effect was n
ligible by taking a range of measurements at large and sm
angles, rotating around the sample axis, and fitting the re
with no observed systematic residual.

The foil mounting stage was followed by a ‘‘daisy whee
on whose perimeter were mounted 20 aluminum foils
various thicknesses; these could be inserted into the beam
suitable rotation of the daisy wheel and were used to de
mine the residual harmonic radiation present in the be
The daisy wheel was followed by the second ion cham
~the attenuated beam detector!. The use of the two matche
ion chambers~18 cm effective length,N2 gas flow! mini-
mized errors arising from source fluctuations and air abso
tion. Counting statistics were optimized using detailed dia
nostics@20#.

The copper foils, supplied by Goodfellow, were of thic
nesses ranging from 10mm to 100 mm. The impurity lev-
els of the foils were between 0.01% and 0.03% with typi
dominating impurities as follows: lead, 2 –10031026;
silver, 4 –5031026; potassium, 1 –10031026; calcium,
1 –2531026. Other contaminants~aluminum, bismuth, bo-
6-2
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MEASUREMENT OF THE X-RAY MASS ATTENUATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 062506
ron, chromium, iron, magnesium, manganese, silicon,
dium, tin! were at a level of less than 1031026 each.

IV. CALIBRATION FOR THE ATTENUATION
COEFFICIENTS IN A SYSTEM USING TWO

ION CHAMBERS

The linear absorption coefficient of the samplemsample
can be determined from the Beer-Lambert law. The inten
ratio is corrected for the absorption of the environme
e2mtenv due to air and ion chamber gas and windows
measuring the total attenuation of the environment with
sample~from upstream and downstream ion chamber flu
I up and I down) and also the attenuation of the environme
without the sample in place (I up,0 and I down,0 , where the
subscript 0 indicates measurements without a sample att
ating the beam!:

e2(mt)sample5
e2[(mt)env1(mt)sample]

e2(mt)env
~2!

5
I down

I up
Y I down,0

I up,0
. ~3!

Detector readings are corrected for the zero offset of
amplifiers. Any readingI with the beam on becomesI
2I o f f after correction for the zero beam offsetI o f f . Hence,
the Beer-Lambert formula corrected for normalization a
zero offset is

~mt !sample5 lnS I down,02I down,o f f

I up,02I up,o f f
Y I down2I down,o f f

I up2I up,o f f
D .

~4!

V. MULTIPLE-FOIL MEASUREMENT

Most experimental work reported previously has been c
ried out using a single foil chosen to satisfy Nordfors cri
rion 2,mt,4 @25#. However, these single-foil measur
ments make it impossible to observe or quantify t
harmonic contributions to the x-ray beam, detector linear
or scattering. Moreover, at low energies and highZ values,
for which the appropriate foils are only a few microns thic
use of a single foil results in a large uncertainty in thickne
determination.

As shown below, the Nordfors criterion is too constra
ing and its bounds can be broadened to gain statistical a
racy without requiring unrealistic counting times. We no
that the Nordfors criterion is not robust against other syste
atics arising from harmonic contamination or detector n
linearity @26#.

The incident number of x raysI up required to achieve a
given uncertainty of %s(@m/r#rt) is @16#

I up5S 11
I up

I down
D F S 1

%s ([m/r]rt)
D 1

lnS I up

I down
D G 2

, ~5!
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where %s ([m/r]rt) is the required uncertainty of (@m/r#rt),
the mass attenuation coefficient is@m/r#, and the density is
r.

Figure 2 shows the counting time required to achie
0.5% and 1% statistical precision for a range of attenuat
with an incoming flux of 106 counts/s, assuming that there
only statistical noise,I up andI down are uncorrelated, and th
response of the two ideal ion chamber detectors is perfe
linear. If the foil thickness is chosen such that the logarith
of the intensity ratio ln(Iup/Idown) is in the range between 0.
to 6, then, no more than 0.5 second counting time is requ
to achieve an 0.5% statistical accuracy level. The use of
extended range criterion has made it possible to use mul
foils covering a range of thickness of over an order of ma
nitude.

In our measurements we used three foils of differe
thicknesses within the attenuation range 0.5,mt,5 at each
energy. The use of samples withmt higher than 5 was lim-
ited by the detector linearity range. Ten measurements w
carried out for each foil at each energy point~energy steps
were 100 to 200 eV away from the absorption edge, and
eV near the edge!.

VI. INVESTIGATION AND CALIBRATION OF KEY
SYSTEMATICS

Although the measurement of the attenuation of x rays
a foil is conceptually simple, in practice considerable care
needed to minimize potential sources of error. This requ
the characterization of the thickness and purity of the fo
the monochromaticity and energy of the x-ray beam, the
earity of the detectors and the counting statistics, as wel
the determination of contributions due to scattering p
cesses.

FIG. 2. Optimization of the sample thickness—counting tim
required to achieve 0.5% and 1% statistical accuracy. The Nord
criterion was based on the location of the minimum of this cu
and not on the effective range for a particular precision. It also d
not select optimum ratios in the presence of a wide variety of s
tematics. The extended range criterion addresses this and allo
range of thicknesses to be used to probe a suite of possible sys
atic effects.
6-3
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FIG. 3. Profilometer trace showing the micro
structure on a surface of the copper foil. Th
overall curvature is an artifact due to the aut
matic tilt correction of the profilometer. This mi
crostructure has no effect on the result of the
tenuation measurement using our technique,
explained in the text.
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A. Foil thickness and uniformity

Uncertainty of the local foil thickness is the most impo
tant limitation to the accuracy of the measurement of
attenuation coefficient. In order to satisfy the optimal inte
sity ratios ~the extended range criterion, Fig. 2!, the foils
used in our experiment ranged in thickness between abo
and 100 mm.

A combination of methods was employed to determine
foil thickness at the point of incidence of the x-ray bea
The procedure consisted of~1! obtaining the average thick
ness of the thickest foil by weighing and carefully determ
ing the area of the foil,~2! mapping the thickness of the fo
using a micrometer,~3! two-dimensional~2D! mapping of
the relative thickness of the central part of the foil usi
x rays,~4! combining the results of the preceding three m
surements, and~5! relating the thicknesses of all other foi
to the absolute thickness of the thickest foil by measur
their relative attenuation of x rays.

1. Average thickness of the thickest foil by weighing
a known area

The average thicknesstave of the entire foil was deter-
mined fromtave5M /Ar, whereM is the sample mass,A is
the sample surface area, andr is the sample density. Th
massM (0.552 15 g610 mg) was obtained using repeate
weighing on a microgram scale~resolution 1 mg), the sur-
face area of the sampleA(657.360.25 mm2) was measured
by using an optical comparator~Mitutogo PJ300 with reso-
lution 535 mm2), and the density r used was
8.9331(37) g/cm3 @27#. The average thickness of the thic
est sample obtained was found to betave594.04
60.05 mm ~0.06% relative accuracy!.

The surface of any sample has a significant microstr
ture, and on the scale of atomic force microscopy and p
filometry is quite rough, as seen in Fig. 3 using a Ten
Instruments profilometer along a 2 mm line across the
sample in 10mm steps corresponding to the stylus radius
determination of the average thickness by mass and area
termination automatically corrects for the inevitable micro
racks and voids in the copper foil. As seen in the figure, lo
thickness can vary by 1mm, and the difference betwee
local thickness and the average thickness can reach 0.5mm
or 0.5%. This makes it crucial to determine the effect
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local thickness through which the x-ray beam passes ra
than an arbitrary or average thickness.

2. Micrometer measurements

The variation in the thickness of the foil was also me
sured using a micrometer with a 5 mmdiameter contact re-
gion with 0.5 mm precision at 25 raster points covering th
surface. The accuracy and reproducibility of each meas
ment of thickness was 0.5%, and showed that the variatio
local thickness was 1% to 2%. The average thickness of
entire foil obtained by averaging all the micrometer measu
ments was

tmicro1,ave596.260.1 mm2. ~6!

The micrometer measures the maximum thickness o
the area of contact, assuming no deformation of the surf
by the measurement. This measurement should be larger
the average thickness obtained from the mass and area, b
amount corresponding to the surface structure variation. T
difference is thus consistent with the structure observed
Fig. 3.

3. X-ray two-dimensional mapping

The x-ray 2D measurements are carried out by illumin
ing an area of 131 mm2—the dimensions of the beam use
in the attenuation measurement. To achieve an accuracy
is better than 0.5%, the thickness variation of the thickest
was also measured by scanning the 20 keV x-ray beam
the central region of the foil in 1 mm steps over a
838 mm2 square area. This provided the most precise re
tive measure of the local thickness variation,

t local5

2 lnE
0

1E
0

1

e2mt(x,y)dxdy

m
. ~7!

This measure is directly linked to the attenuation me
surements themselves, since it allows for any~negligible!
divergence or spatial nonuniformity in the beam and beca
it covers an area exactly equal to that used in the attenua
measurement itself. This yields a high statistical precision
the relevant local average thickness.
6-4
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4. Combining the results of the above thickness measuremen

We must combine the information from the absolute m
surements and the highly precise relative x-ray meas
ments to yield the absolute thickness over the ac
131 mm2 area through which the beam passed during
attenuation experiment. To achieve this, we carried out
following procedure.

~i! We use an iterative least-squares fitting program
match the xy grids measured with the micrometer and w
the X-ray beam in the central 838 mm2 area of the foil, by
comparing the thickness variation. After convergence w
achieved, the final match was accurate to within an estima
uncertainty of 0.25 mm in each axis for each point whic
given the small variation of foil thickness between gr
points, was quite adequate.

~ii ! Having found the match, we determined the act
thickness of the known 131 mm2 area through which the
x-ray beam passed by scaling the relative x-ray meas
ments to the absolute micrometer measurements.

~iii ! It now remained to combine this with the mass av
age thicknesstav which is the most accurate determination
the average thickness of the foil. This was done by comp
son of the average thickness of the entire foil from microm
ter mapping withtav . The difference of 2.2mm between
these measures was assumed uniform over the foil, an
particular over the central 838 mm2 region probed by the
x-ray beam.

The resulting average thickness of the 131 mm2 region
through which the x-ray beam passed was 0.094
60.00026 mm. This 0.27% uncertainty is larger than
0.06% uncertainty of the average thicknesstav and the 0.1%
uncertainty of the average micrometer measurement.

5. Determination of the thicknesses of thinner foils

The direct thickness measurements described above
carried out for the thickest foil (100mm) at the maximum
energy of the investigation, where the relative error in
measurement was smallest. The next foil thickness (30mm)
was related to the thickest one by a comparison of their
tenuation at the same x-ray energy, where both obeyed
extended range criterion. Thinner foils~20, 15, 10, and
5 mm) were in turn compared using a lower energy x-r
beam. The same size x-ray beam was used in all rela
measurements. Hence all thickness measurements wer
lated to the thickest foil whose absolute thickness was de
mined to high accuracy. This yielded accuracies for thin fo
about an order of magnitude higher than previously possi

Figure 4 shows the consistency of measurements om
using at least three foils at each energy. The measurem
are absolute for the thickest foil. The thicknesses of all ot
foils were obtained relative to the thickest foil. On ea
change of foils, at least one foil is retained in the sa
mounting to facilitate comparison.

B. Effect of impurities and oxidation

Since copper has a relatively low atomic number, the m
significant effect of impurity contamination is due to highZ
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impurities ~having higher absorption coefficients!. From the
impurity levels listed in Sec. III, we assumed the highesZ
elements~Ag, Pb! at the highest possible contaminatio
(5031026 and 10031026). The systematic shift in the fina
results due to a contamination by these elementsZi at corre-
sponding levelsCi% can be calculated from

%shift5
mCu3Cu%1S~mZi

3Ci%!

mCu
. ~8!

Applying Eq. ~8! to the highestZ impurity elements at
their maximum possible concentration leads to an insign
cant shift of the final results~a maximum shift of 0.013% a
20 keV!. In most cases the effect of impurities was much le
than this, and more typically it was 0.002%.

The oxide layer on the sample surface was assumed t
about 35 Å thick@28#. Its error contribution is therefore
negligible, even for the thinnest 5mm samples for which it
is less than 0.025%. For the thicker foils this contributed l
than 0.003%, while for the thickest foil it was approximate
0.001%. The effect of impurities is included in the final co
umns of Table I, and in the error budget in Table II.

C. X-ray energy calibration

The energy was measured directly at 11 points cover
the energy range between 8.85 and 20 keV, and calibrate
the monochromator angle setting over the full range of
experiment. The energy of the x rays was determined fr
the powder diffraction patterns of the two highest accura
standard materials: silicon (Si640b, a055.430 940(11) Å
@29#! and LaB6 @a054.15695(6) Å —NIST standard#. Dif-
fraction patterns were recorded using six 20340 cm2 image
plates with 100mm ~or 0.01° equivalent! resolution. The
angular positions of the powder lines on each plate w
determined with an accuracy of 0.01° using the precis
known positions of radioactive fiducials located on the ins
perimeter of the Australian National Beam-Line Facility d
fractometer chamber BL-20B@22–24#. The peak positions

FIG. 4. Percent discrepancy between the attenuation coeffici
as measured with three foils of different thickness. The compa
tively large error at the absorption edge is due to the high sensiti
of the attenuation coefficients to eV changes in x-ray energy in
region of strong XAFS oscillations. Elsewhere, the discrepanc
are 0.2% or less.
6-5
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TABLE I. Summary of results for attenuation coefficients@m/r#(cm2/g) and atomic form factorsf 2

versus energy, with errors.

E sE
a @m/r# % sm,ste

b % s t
c %sm,ste1%m i

d % sm
e f 2

f f 2
g s f 2

~keV! ~eV! (cm2/g) ~%! ~%! ~%! ~%! (e/atom) (e/atom) (e/atom)

8.8709 1.02 37.989 0.063 0.332 0.064 0.338 0.4861 0.4866 0.00
8.9722 0.60 39.368 0.037 0.332 0.037 0.334 0.5089 0.5095 0.00
8.9824 0.56 174.797 0.585 0.332 0.585 0.673 2.3570 2.3564 0.01
9.0025 0.49 301.251 0.468 0.332 0.468 0.574 4.0711 4.0699 0.02
9.0125 0.45 299.160 0.264 0.332 0.264 0.424 4.0473 4.0462 0.01
9.0225 0.42 280.720 0.072 0.332 0.072 0.340 3.8020 3.8009 0.01
9.0326 0.38 315.383 0.175 0.332 0.175 0.375 4.2762 4.2750 0.01
9.0426 0.35 285.828 0.151 0.332 0.151 0.365 3.8797 3.8787 0.01
9.0526 0.33 289.036 0.132 0.332 0.132 0.357 3.9275 3.9265 0.01
9.0627 0.30 295.361 0.070 0.332 0.071 0.340 4.0179 4.0169 0.01
9.0727 0.28 308.366 0.220 0.332 0.220 0.398 4.1994 4.1983 0.01
9.0827 0.27 311.230 0.312 0.332 0.312 0.456 4.2430 4.2420 0.01
9.0928 0.26 290.999 0.071 0.332 0.072 0.340 3.9715 3.9706 0.01
9.1029 0.26 277.705 0.202 0.332 0.202 0.389 3.7943 3.7934 0.01
9.1129 0.26 285.118 0.265 0.332 0.265 0.425 3.8998 3.8989 0.01
9.1229 0.28 293.393 0.162 0.332 0.162 0.369 4.0173 4.0164 0.01
9.1325 0.30 305.582 0.346 0.332 0.346 0.480 4.1886 4.1877 0.02
9.1828 0.40 290.361 0.127 0.332 0.127 0.355 4.0016 4.0008 0.01
9.2329 0.30 283.693 0.068 0.332 0.068 0.339 3.9308 3.9301 0.01
9.2833 0.39 279.171 0.068 0.332 0.068 0.339 3.8890 3.8884 0.01
9.3334 0.33 270.757 0.030 0.332 0.030 0.333 3.7919 3.7914 0.01
9.3836 0.33 267.573 0.093 0.332 0.093 0.345 3.7673 3.7668 0.01
9.4338 0.33 261.422 0.056 0.332 0.056 0.337 3.7001 3.6998 0.01
9.6343 0.34 245.000 0.083 0.332 0.083 0.342 3.5406 3.5405 0.01
9.8349 0.31 229.967 0.062 0.332 0.063 0.338 3.3918 3.3918 0.01
9.8356 0.29 230.996 0.068 0.332 0.068 0.339 3.4072 3.4072 0.01
10.0362 0.38 217.705 0.059 0.332 0.060 0.337 3.2759 3.2760 0.0
10.4387 0.30 195.954 0.039 0.332 0.040 0.334 3.0656 3.0658 0.0
10.6410 0.17 186.096 0.014 0.332 0.015 0.332 2.9671 2.9674 0.0
10.8417 0.34 176.827 0.043 0.332 0.043 0.335 2.8719 2.8722 0.0
11.0433 0.34 168.259 0.017 0.332 0.017 0.332 2.7830 2.7832 0.0
11.2451 0.58 160.321 0.045 0.332 0.045 0.335 2.6996 2.6998 0.0
11.4464 0.64 152.792 0.030 0.332 0.030 0.333 2.6184 2.6185 0.0
11.6479 0.73 145.906 0.063 0.332 0.063 0.338 2.5438 2.5439 0.0
11.8489 0.74 139.292 0.026 0.332 0.027 0.333 2.4699 2.4700 0.0
12.0510 0.71 133.237 0.020 0.332 0.020 0.333 2.4023 2.4023 0.0
12.4533 0.72 121.921 0.048 0.332 0.048 0.335 2.2706 2.2705 0.0
12.6555 0.94 116.835 0.045 0.332 0.046 0.335 2.2107 2.2105 0.0
12.8570 0.98 111.836 0.075 0.332 0.075 0.340 2.1493 2.1491 0.0
13.0586 1.17 107.355 0.047 0.332 0.048 0.335 2.0950 2.0947 0.0
13.2595 0.91 102.906 0.056 0.332 0.056 0.337 2.0387 2.0383 0.0
13.4607 0.95 98.892 0.045 0.332 0.046 0.335 1.9884 1.9880 0.00
13.6624 0.91 94.917 0.052 0.332 0.052 0.336 1.9366 1.9362 0.00
13.8635 1.05 91.348 0.054 0.332 0.054 0.336 1.8908 1.8903 0.00
14.0651 1.02 87.914 0.024 0.332 0.025 0.333 1.8457 1.8452 0.00
14.2668 1.13 84.635 0.024 0.332 0.025 0.333 1.8020 1.8013 0.00
14.4680 1.06 81.430 0.075 0.332 0.075 0.340 1.7577 1.7570 0.00
14.6698 1.31 78.555 0.036 0.332 0.036 0.334 1.7190 1.7181 0.00
14.8711 1.47 75.598 0.087 0.332 0.088 0.343 1.6765 1.6756 0.00
15.0727 1.31 73.016 0.042 0.332 0.042 0.335 1.6407 1.6399 0.00
15.2741 1.16 70.361 0.053 0.332 0.053 0.336 1.6019 1.6009 0.00
15.4762 0.62 68.049 0.011 0.332 0.012 0.332 1.5694 1.5683 0.00
062506-6
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

E sE
a @m/r# % sm,ste

b % s t
c %sm,ste1%m i

d % sm
e f 2

f f 2
g s f 2

~keV! ~eV! (cm2/g) ~%! ~%! ~%! ~%! (e/atom) (e/atom) (e/atom)

15.4764 0.75 67.962 0.070 0.332 0.070 0.339 1.5674 1.5663 0.0
15.5776 0.91 66.765 0.036 0.332 0.036 0.334 1.5496 1.5486 0.0
15.6768 0.70 65.683 0.007 0.332 0.009 0.332 1.5340 1.5330 0.0
15.6768 0.70 65.702 0.012 0.332 0.013 0.332 1.5345 1.5334 0.0
15.6773 1.46 65.713 0.097 0.299 0.097 0.314 1.5348 1.5337 0.0
15.8795 1.26 63.409 0.080 0.299 0.081 0.310 1.4997 1.4986 0.0
16.0817 1.46 61.365 0.072 0.299 0.074 0.308 1.4694 1.4683 0.0
16.2832 0.87 59.271 0.067 0.299 0.068 0.307 1.4367 1.4355 0.0
16.4854 1.28 57.361 0.107 0.299 0.108 0.318 1.4073 1.4061 0.0
16.6875 1.29 55.420 0.058 0.299 0.060 0.305 1.3760 1.3747 0.0
16.8892 1.10 53.730 0.068 0.299 0.069 0.307 1.3499 1.3485 0.0
17.0915 1.36 51.960 0.093 0.299 0.094 0.313 1.3207 1.3193 0.0
17.2929 1.17 50.392 0.072 0.299 0.073 0.308 1.2956 1.2941 0.0
17.4954 1.45 48.758 0.074 0.299 0.075 0.308 1.2680 1.2664 0.0
17.6967 0.64 47.393 0.023 0.299 0.026 0.300 1.2464 1.2447 0.0
17.6967 0.64 47.401 0.048 0.299 0.050 0.303 1.2466 1.2449 0.0
17.6972 1.26 47.337 0.055 0.271 0.056 0.277 1.2450 1.2432 0.0
17.8995 1.75 45.875 0.063 0.271 0.064 0.278 1.2200 1.2182 0.0
18.1004 0.99 44.519 0.042 0.271 0.044 0.275 1.1969 1.1951 0.0
18.3022 1.03 43.158 0.068 0.271 0.069 0.280 1.1729 1.1711 0.0
18.5049 1.37 41.913 0.042 0.271 0.044 0.275 1.1514 1.1495 0.0
18.7054 0.82 40.723 0.031 0.271 0.034 0.273 1.1306 1.1286 0.0
18.7054 0.82 40.725 0.023 0.271 0.027 0.272 1.1306 1.1286 0.0
18.7060 1.02 40.682 0.043 0.271 0.045 0.275 1.1295 1.1275 0.0
18.9061 1.17 39.494 0.050 0.271 0.051 0.276 1.1079 1.1059 0.0
19.1049 1.53 38.372 0.028 0.271 0.031 0.273 1.0874 1.0853 0.0
19.3001 1.74 37.318 0.023 0.271 0.027 0.272 1.0681 1.0660 0.0
19.4919 2.37 36.301 0.018 0.271 0.022 0.272 1.0491 1.0468 0.0
19.6777 3.14 35.373 0.066 0.271 0.067 0.279 1.0318 1.0295 0.0
19.8558 4.01 34.525 0.012 0.271 0.017 0.272 1.0159 1.0135 0.0
20.0286 0.84 33.761 0.034 0.271 0.037 0.274 1.0018 0.9994 0.0
20.0286 0.84 33.750 0.023 0.271 0.026 0.272 1.0015 0.9991 0.0

aAbsolute uncertainty in calibrated energy.
bPrecision, showing results from repeated measurements at the same energies to illustrate the reprod
of our measurement.
cPercentage accuracy in sample thickness determination.
dPercentage precision including uncertainty due to impurity, in quadrature.
eFinal percentage accuracy.
f f 2, after subtraction of the scattering contribution following Chantler@6#.
gf 2, after subtraction of the scattering contribution following Tranet al. @26#.
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and uncertainties of the lines were determined by a nonlin
least-squares fit of a Lorentzian line and a slowly vary
background to the actual data.

A linear least-squares~single-value decomposition! proce-
dure was applied to all the lines of all~six! plates for each of
the two powder samples. The fit took into account a cons
offset due to the errors in the locations of the plates. T
eccentricity of the positions of the powder specimens and
shift in the centroids due to the absorption by the pow
specimens were modeled but found to be insignificant. Fi
uncertainties matched the variation observed between
arguing that the computation was robust and self-consist
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A separate test was made using fits of individual ima
plates to assess the self-consistency of local results with
final averages, and to identify any possible outliers.

The resultant energies obtained with the two powder st
dards were averaged with the weighting derived from
corresponding errors. The energy measurements were ca
out at 11 points and the results are summarized in Table
The energy calibrations using the silicon powder are in go
agreement with those using the LaB6 standard, but we note
that the latter results are typically 1.060.4 eV higher than
the former. Results have investigated absorption correct
to the results of each powder, and these corrections affec
6-7
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TABLE II. Summary of the main sources of uncertainties of the mass attenuation coefficient@m/r#, the
photoelectric coefficient@m/r#pe , and Im(f ) of copper.

Source of uncertainty % contribution Notes

61 s. d.,
near edge above edge
;9 keV 12–20 keV

Major contributions to precision

energy drift~on edge! 0.04–0.59 60.003% to60.011% in energy
monochromator hysteresis ,0.06 dE51 –4 eV at 19–20 keV
energy calibration elsewhere 0.01–0.03 0.01–0.03 60.003% to60.009% in energy
system statistic 0.02 0.02 reproducibility without sample

Major contributions to accuracy

experimental precision 0.03–0.59 0.007–0.107 including above contributions
sample thickness 0.33 0.27 withdr50.04% and thickness transfer

Minor contributions

impurity contamination 0.002–0.01 0.002–0.01
oxidation ,0.025 ,0.003 35 Å thick layer
detector linearity and
harmonic contamination ,0.03 ,0.03
scattering 0.01 0.02 theory and aperture tests

Additional contributions

For @m/r#pe and Im(f ):
Rayleigh scattering 0.075 0.15 variation in theory
ee
e

e

er
nal

ure-
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V at
derived energies by less than 0.4 eV. This offset betw
powder results is consistent with the lattice spacing unc
tainty for LaB6 corresponding to (3s) 0.87 eV at 20 keV
and 0.39 eV at 9 keV, compared to 0.12 eV (3s) uncertainty
for the Si standard at 20 keV.

The best fit has an associated uncertainty of 0.14
which is remarkably consistent between some 70 peaks
06250
n
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V
on

ten independent image plates for two different powd
samples. The poorest fit occurs at 14 keV, where the fi
standard deviation from the mean is 1.0 eV.

To determine energies between these 11 direct meas
ments, we calibrated the monochromator-controlling enco
using a linear interpolation. The correction to the nomin
encoder energy varied between 30 eV at 9 keV and 110 e
LaB
TABLE III. Energy calibration. Weighted sum and uncertainty of energies measured using Si and6

powder diffraction samples~with uncertainties given bys3Ax reduced
2 ).

Si LaB6 Final average
Ew5sAx

r
2 ~keV! sAx r

2 ~eV! Ew5sAx
r
2 ~keV! sAx r

2 ~eV! Ew5sAx
r
2 ~keV! sAx r

2 ~eV!

8.9817 0.38 8.9828 0.35 8.9823 0.56
9.1322 0.40 9.1328 0.35 9.1325 0.29
10.0386 1.23 10.0361 0.19 10.0362 0.37
11.0429 0.39 11.0433 0.16 11.0432 0.14
12.0500 0.37 12.0515 0.26 12.0510 0.70
13.0575 0.45 13.0588 0.26 13.0585 0.56
14.0638 0.40 14.0659 0.30 14.0651 1.01
15.6762 0.36 15.6776 0.39 15.6768 0.70
17.6959 0.59 17.6972 0.51 17.6967 0.64
18.7043 0.61 18.7060 0.47 18.7054 0.82
20.0279 0.55 20.0296 0.62 20.0286 0.84
6-8
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18.6 keV, fully consistent with the expected encoder perf
mance and clear evidence justifying direct energy calibra
in precision experiments. The final energy uncertainty wa
most 4.0 eV~0.02%! for the highest energy region~19.4–
19.8 keV! over which there was backlash hysteresis due
the change in the direction of rotation of the monochroma
Elsewhere the maximum uncertainty was 1.5 eV.

The vertical divergence of the x-ray beam results in
broadening of the powder diffraction lines, similar to th
broadening due to the energy windowDE. We investigated
this, and in all cases the linewidths were consistent wit
convolution of widths due to the vertical divergence, t
monochromator band pass, the sample width in the beam
the ~dominant! image plate reader resolution@30#. This in
turn allowed the determination of the energy width or t
degree of monochromaticity of the x-ray beam. The ene
width was dominated by the 1.5 mm vertical aperture wid
leading to a significant contribution from divergence. Fin
estimates from experimental widths varied from 1.6 eV~full
width half maximum! to almost 9 eV for the highest 20 keV
energies.

D. Linearity of detector response and harmonic contribution
to the x-ray beam

Even though the nonlinear behavior of the detector a
the contamination of the x-ray beam by harmonics are
different origins, their effect on the final result is similar—
nonlinear relationship between the recorded attenua
ln(Idown/Iup) and the sample thicknesses. Therefore, testin
the detector linearity and detecting the presence of harm
contamination in the incident beam must be done for e
energy.

In our experiment, the double crystal monochromator w
detuned by a solenoid coil pulling on the second face of
channel-cut silicon crystal. A weak link connected these t
surfaces, so that the force was sufficient to change the re
tion angle of the second monochromator surface with res
to the first, thereby minimizing the higher-order harmon
contamination@26#.

The signature of any remaining harmonic contributi
and the nonlinear behavior of the detectors were investig
by a series of measurements with 20 thicknesses of alu
num consisting of different numbers of aluminum fo
mounted on a daisy wheel. We have shown that harmo
contamination always underestimates the attenuation co
cient, and that a very small percentage contamination w
harmonic energies can be detected using this technique@26#.

Figure 5 is an example of a combined test of the linea
of detector response and of the absence of harmonic w
lengths in the monochromatized beam. The absence of
earity of this plot of absorption by small numbers of fo
would be due to the nonlinear detector response, whe
nonlinearity of the plot for large numbers of foils wou
indicate the presence of harmonic components in the mo
chromatized beam@21#. A test such as this was carried out
every energy at which measurements were made. The c
bined contribution of nonlinearity and harmonic contamin
tion to the measurement error did not exceed 0.02%.
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E. System statistics

1. Contribution of the system statistics

Counting for longer times at a synchrotron might be e
pected to solve any problems of counting statistics. Howe
counting for long times does not necessarily increase sta
tical precision, due to correlations between counters and
drifts of the beam position with time. Let us defineI up,i and
I down,i as the two readings of the upstream and downstre
ion chambers for measurementi ~out of ten measurements a
each point! with the beam on and the sample in the bea
respectively;I up,i ,0 and I down,i ,0 are the two corresponding
readings without the sample in the beam; all readings h
been corrected for the counting rate observed when the b
was off.

If the fluctuations of the intensity ratios obtained with a
without the attenuating samples@Eq. ~3!# are uncorrelated,
the statistical error of the resultant attenuation coefficientsmt
is given by

%smt
2 5%s I 0,down /I 0,up

21%s I down /I up

2. ~9!

However, due to fluctuations in the incident flux, abso
tion within the ion chambers, etc., the two simultaneo
readings from the upstream and downstream ion cham
are correlated. The correlation coefficient contains both p
tive contributions~e.g., from the fluctuation of the incomin
beam! and negative contributions~e.g., from fluctuations of
the fractions absorbed in the two ion chambers! and depends
strongly on the level of attenuation. This experiment ca
fully optimized the positive correlation in the signal, whic
in turn leads to a result of higher precision.

Taking into account the correlation, the statistical unc
tainties of the ratios of the upstream and downstream
chamber readings in Eq.~9! become

%s I down /I up

2 5%s I down

21%s I up

222R%s I down
%s I up

,

~10!

FIG. 5. Measurement of ln(Idown/Idown,0)52mt of aluminum as
a function of the number of foils in the beam. The linearity of th
plot confirms the linearity of the detector response. Linearity
large numbers of foils also confirms the absence of harmonic wa
lengths in the monochromatized beam. The slope becomes
when results are limited by calibration of detector noise and offs
6-9
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where the correlation coefficientR can be calculated usin
standard statistical formulas

R5
cov~ I down,I up!

s I down
s I up

,

cov~ I down,I up!5
1

n (
i 51,n

~ I down,i2 Ī down!3~ I up,i2 Ī up!.

~11!

%s I up
and %s I down

are the percentage uncertainties of t
two incident and attenuated intensities, respectively. M
details of the statistics for our experiment are given el
where@20#.

2. Reproducibility of the measurements

Considerable effort was devoted to exploring causes
discrepancies between the values of@m/r# obtained with
foils of different thickness which appeared to have syste
atic components. Two sources of error were identified:~i!
foils could not be replaced in the holder with complete
producibility and this resulted in a small variation in th
average thickness of the foil exposed to the x-ray beam;~ii !
we observed a very slow drift of the monochromator enco
axis after the axis was commanded to stop. This introduce
further uncertainty of about 2 eV to the energy determi
tion. The recognition of these sources of error holds
promise that in future experiments it may be possible to
crease the spread of@m/r# values in a diagram such as Fi
4 below the already low present value of about 0.2%.

The reproducibility of the measurements has been te
by comparing the intensity ratios of two series of direct be
measurements of monitor and detector counters over the
tire energy range. Fluctuations of60.01% have been ob
served~Fig. 6!.

FIG. 6. Reproducibility of direct beam measurements as a fu
tion of energy. The discrepancy of the ratio of the detector co
divided by the monitor count, compared to the average of the
data sets, is plotted. Note the remarkable consistency at the 0
level. This limiting precision may be compared with the consisten
of other work, discussed in the text, which typically does not qu
a precision better than 1%.
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The figure shows the difference between the final int
sity ratios after correction for offsets for two independe
sets of measurements of the same experimental geom
Each measurement was composed of 11 consecutive
points which yielded the results for the first and second m
surements in remarkable agreement with one another.
result represents a dramatic improvement in precision.
current result is still limited by a systematic contribution, b
at a level some two orders of magnitude smaller than in
best results presented in previous literature~for an example
of some of the best prior results for precision~1%!, but in
different systems, see@17–19#; for a review of details of the
available literature see@16,31#!.

The sample measurements are limited by a similar s
tematic at a larger level, illustrated by Fig. 4. A systematic
observed due to the energy drift and settling of the mo
chromator. Except at the absorption edge, the discrepanc
0.2% or less. The settling behavior, and the correspond
encoder measurements, indicates that the samples mea
first are least reliable, but we have included an error estim
based on the full range of deviations. This is the seco
largest uncertainty in the error budget.

F. Scattering contribution

The Beer-Lambert law relates strictly to photoelectric a
sorption excluding coherent and incoherent scattering.
introduction of the foil into the x-ray beam typically in
creased the count rate of the upstream monitor counte
0.1% due to fluorescence and backscattering from the foi
order to test the possible effect of this increase of the co
rate on the measurement of@m/r#, we compared measure
ments of@m/r# obtained when different size apertures we
introduced between the sample and both counters. The c
lar apertures were 3, 6, and 14 mm in diameter and in e
measurement identically sized apertures were placed 70
on each side of the sample; they were thus about 5 mm f
each counter~Fig. 1!. The measurements were carried o
over the entire energy range of the experiment. The value
@m/r# obtained with the different apertures differed by n
more than 0.08%. This variation was not correlated to
aperture size and there was no effect of aperture size
@m/r# larger than 0.02%. This result is consistent with mo
eling based on Rayleigh scattering and fluorescence. Fluo
cence and scattering contributions therefore did not af
our results for@m/r# within our cited error range.

The final accuracy of measured total mass attenuation
efficients is thus 0.3%. Near theK edge the energy uncer
tainty ~and hence the reproducibility of measurements
fected by the small energy drift! makes a further
contribution.

Extraction of the photoelectric absorption coefficie
@m/r#pe and the imaginary component of the atomic for
factor Im(f ) require the subtraction of the contribution fro
scattering due to the mass scattering coefficient@s/r#:

@m/r#pe5@m/r#observed,total2@s/r#coherent1 incoherent.

An experimental upper limit to scattering is given by th
backscattering signal, consistent with Rayleigh scatter
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Because scattering contributions for copper are small
primarily due to Rayleigh scattering, theory may be used
subtract off these contributions with an estimated uncerta
equal to half the difference between major tabulations. T
then subtracts 0.5%60.075% of the total mass attenuatio
coefficient for energies just above theK edge to 2.1%
60.15% at 20 keV@6,32,7#. The uncertainty in this correc
tion is no more than 0.15%, and makes no significant con
bution to measurement uncertainty of@m/r# total or to the
relative structure of Im(f ) over wide energy ranges.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7 is a plot of all our measurements as a function
energy. On the scale of this figure, the results obtained w
the three foils overlap to well below 1%. The plot is a co
firmation of the broad structure expected in this ene
range, following the isolated atom approximation or fro
any of a variety of more detailed theoretical approaches. T
type of figure is common in the literature. Such a plot on
own is, however, quite inadequate in illustrating the limi
tions or strengths of experimental results or their compari
with theory.

Table I is a tabulation of our measurements of the m
absorption coefficient as a function of energy and include
measure of the precision and accuracy of the experime
determination. It also extracts the corrected value of Imf )
assuming the scattering correction following either Chan
@6#, Hubbell and co-workers@32#, or Salomanet al. @7# as
described above. The uncertainty in the last column i
propagation of the error in the previous columns, and d
not include an estimate for the uncertainty of the scatter
model. Any energy fluctuation or drift, especially near t
edge, is listed as an energy uncertainty in Table I, but a
adds to the uncertainty in@m/r# in sm,ste. Hence our error
analysis is conservative.

The experimental edge energy 8.981 keV does not ag
with the ~simple! theoretical computations and literatu
value of 8.9789 keV. The discrepancy of 2 eV~correspond-
ing to four standard deviations of the energy determinati!

FIG. 7. Results of the measurements of the mass attenua
coefficient of copper. On the scale of this graph the measurem
obtained with the three foils thicknesses overlap, showing preci
of much better than 1%.
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is due partly to a definition of the edge energy~is it a turning
point, the midpoint of the step, or the onset of the co
tinuum?!, partly to theoretical assumptions, and partly
chemical shifts associated with the solid state for cop
metal as opposed to the isolated atom prediction.

Table II is a summary of the principal sources of error
the final value of the mass absorption coefficient near
edge and well above the edge, as discussed throughou
paper. While the energy uncertainty is dominant near
edge~column four in Table I!, in general the dominant un
certainty is due to the uncertainty in the absolute determ
tion of the thickness of the thickest sample. The thickn
transfer method contributes a minor addition to this va
~column five of Table I!.

The last three columns of Table I give the form fact
results after correction for scattering, with the coefficient
Rayleigh and inelastic scattering taken from either@6# or
@32,7#. The difference between these two estimates is sm
compared to the uncertainty in the form factor, and hen
this difference makes no significant contribution to t
uncertainty.

The form factor is not identical to the atomic form facto
especially near the edge where solid state effects domin
The form factor reported here is for copper metal, and is
equivalent to that of an isolated atom. We determine Im(f ) to
be 3.860.013 e/atom ~electrons/atom! at 9.023 keV and 1
60.003 e/atom at 20 keV, compared to corresponding th
oretical values of 3.860.38 e/atom and 1.00
60.01 e/atom @6#. This sensitivity in electrons per atom
may allow a critical investigation of large contributions
Im( f ) from atomic or bound near-edge resonanc
~XANES!, local x-ray absorption fine structure~XAFS!, and
small relativistic 0.1e/atom contributions to the real com
ponent of the atomic form factor.

Figure 8 shows the discrepancy between various o
experimental measurements of the absorption coefficient
the theoretical calculations of Chantler@6#. Our data are in
reasonable agreement with Chantler@6#, within the 1.0% un-
certainty of the theory away from theK edge. Theoretical
uncertainty increases near the edge. A comparison of
experimental results with theoretical calculations shows d
crepancies in the region of the edge, but also in the 16
keV range.

The plotted experimental data obtained using laborat
sources@33,34# show significant discrepancies of 4% or 4s
with our results. Reference@34# has an estimated accuracy
3.7% or some 14 times our estimated accuracy. Refere
@33# has an estimated 1% uncertainty but is clearly discr
ant, with an estimated accuracy of 5% or 19 times our
perimental uncertainty. A further experimental datum@35#
lies within 2s of our results, and has a relatively low quote
error bar of 1%~4 times that of our experimental result!.
Individual error contributions of this datum have not be
reported, and the result has not been discussed in the li
ture.

Reference@10# is a synchrotron measurement with ve
high statistical precision, but systematic problems have le
major discrepancies with theory and other experimen
work. The authors claim that ‘‘errors in the energy calibr
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tion and in the mass absorption coefficientm/r can be ne-
glected’’ and quote three significant figures in their resu
This may be a statement of statistical precision based on
flux. The experimental data were adjusted to match e
theoretical results of Viegele@36# which has an uncertainty
exceeding 1%. We note that there remains a discrepanc
3% between this result and the other experimental meas
ments and theoretical results in the region. The differe
plot ~Fig. 8! enables these detailed comparisons to be ma

A more detailed plot in the vicinity of the absorption ed
~Fig. 9! shows the expected x-ray absorption fine struct
~XAFS!. Comparison of our experimental results with t
theoretical calculations of Chantler@6# and Scofield @7#

FIG. 8. Comparison between this work and earlier measu
ments@10,33–35# for copper. Data are compared to theory@6# $%
5(@m/r#2@m/r# theory)/@m/r# theory%, with the theoretical uncer-
tainty given by the region between dashed lines, which increase
20% near theK edge. The comparison of the mass absorption
efficient is identical to that of Im(f ) @6#. An alternate theory@35#
agrees with the reference theory@6#, and agreement of experimen
with reference theory is good. The size of diamonds represents
significant figures in@10# ~see text!.

FIG. 9. X-ray anomalous fine structure~XAFS! measurement a
the CuK edge on anabsolutescale, compared to DHF theory~solid
line, Chantler@6#! and earlier theory~dashed line, Scofield@7#!. The
theories do not allow for solid-state effects, but XAFS assume
baseline underlying the oscillations and@6# provides a more appro
priate baseline in this regime.
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shows a systematic discrepancy even outside the XAFS
gion where disagreement is expected because the the
employ the independent particle and isolated atom appr
mations.

A number of authors have made detailed comparison
their experimental results with the Scofield theory, whi
exists in two forms. The first form~unrenormalized! is based
on Hartree-Slater orbitals and hence omits certain relativi
corrections. At some level, this limitation would be expect
to yield a lower accuracy than, for example, the se
consistent Dirac-Hartree-Fock approach. ForZ52 to 54,
Scofield provided estimated renormalization factors to c
vert to values which might be expected from a relativis
Hartree-Fock model. This correction was based primarily
the sum of component orbital electronic amplitudes at
nucleus, and so is not equivalent to a fully relativistic proc
dure. The differences between renormalized and unrenorm
ized results vary from 5% to more than 15%.

Scofield’s original recommendation was to apply t
renormalization correction in all cases. The renormalizat
correction was not based on a Dirac-Hartree-Fock~DHF!
computation but estimated the correction factor for treat
the charge density near the nucleus to higher accur
Hence this should be a useful correction at high energies
all Z. Some reviewers found that this improved agreem
with experiment@32#. A decade-long discussion has co
cerned itself with the relative validity of the renormalize
and unrenormalized calculations of a Schro¨dinger versus
Dirac approach. Review authors have concluded that
renormalized results were superior@7# or that the experimen-
tal result lies between the renormalized and unrenormali
calculations@37#. The last statement implies that theoretic
error lies in the region of 5–10 %, as opposed to the claim
accuracy of order 0.1–1 % at medium energies. Our exp
mental results for copper in the 8 to 10 keV region are
much better agreement with DHF theory@6# than with
Hartree-Slater theory@7#, with or without the renormaliza-
tion correction. In this work the renormalization correctio
does not improve agreement with experiment significan
and a full DHF approach is indicated. However, in the upp
energy range, all three of these theoretical results are con
tent within their uncertainties.

Figure 10 shows a comparison of our experimental res
with the relative measurements of Wong@38#. The fit of these
relative measurements to our absolute measurements
carried out by varying three parameters corresponding
Wong’s energy scale, relative intensity scale and a param
which adjusted very slightly the orientation of his plot after
was scanned. The size of the dots representing our mea
ments is 10s. The agreement between Wong’s curve and o
measurements is remarkable.

VIII. SOLID STATE STRUCTURE

EXAFS structure is explained by a combination of acc
rate relativistic atomic and solid state computations. Mod
ling of these systems has often used an atomic multi
approach@39#, a local density approximation using infinit
crystals ~a band structure approach! @40–42#, or a cluster
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approach using multiple scattering theory@3,43#. These
codes are contemporaneous with the latest general at
calculations just discussed, but they are qualitative deve
ments for the interpretation of local structure. Often the
solid state computations have been limited to muffin-tin
eraging of the potential@44#. The muffin-tin limitations have
been lifted in recent years with Koringa-Kohn-Rostok
Green’s function methods, various approaches including
full linear augmented plane wave~FLAPW! method, and the
finite difference method~FDM! @45,46#.

The more generalized potentials are better able to re
sent local disorder, reflected in the near-edge oscillatio
Computations based on a cluster of 13 atoms are quite i
equate and do not represent the local structure. The p
and structure may be fully converged in such cases, but
often be a poor match even compared to the atomic com
tation using a fully relativistic code.

A specific direct comparison is provided by the latest
sult from the FDM formalism@47#. This is plotted agains
our data in Fig. 11@48#. The FDM formalism concentrates o

FIG. 10. Detailed XAFS measurement of the CuK edge on an
absolute scale, compared to theory (222, Chantler@6#!. d, this
work ~dot size represents 10s). The relative measurements~—,
@38#! are in excellent agreement with our results. Theory ba
upon the isolated atom approximation serves as a reference p
for XAFS contributions.
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the near-edge region from210 eV to 160 eV. The com-
putations have some significant computational cost at e
gies further away from the edge. Other theoretical pred
tions ~such as the FEFF codes@3#! have greater facility over
larger ranges of energy, but there remains significant d
culty in meaningful comparisons outside this range, in p
due to the limitations of existing experimental data.

Solid state calculations are extremely relevant and us
in the XAFS region. Many details of the structure are e
plained by the latest solid state theory. The relative locati
of XAFS peaks are well reproduced. It should be reme
bered that theoretical computations, the relative meas
ments of Wong, and unpublished, scaled and offset data f
ESRF @49# all have a somewhat arbitrary offset in energ
and most have an offset or scaling correction for the e
jump. Core hole widths in this region convolve any sha
structure or sharp edges of theory, which is not uniform
implemented for differing computations. These caveats
continuing areas of serious theoretical research, and so
be strongly motivated by our measurements.

Because of these offsets, we should be comparing rela
peak locations of different sources. Only the current wo
uses an absolute calibration of both energy and attenua
coefficient without offsets or scaling. Other calculations u
ing FLAPW have been reported and also show good ag
ment with the relative peak locations of the XAFS oscill
tions @44#.

The offsets are much more difficult to compute; far-ed
structure and base levels are extremely challenging to e
mate using these techniques, and details of the near-e
oscillations await further theoretical developments. An ab
lute calibration of the local cross section is not a trivial res
of current solid state theory, although such theory doe
very good job with the edge jump, for example. Compared
the first peak, the second and third experimental peak hei
appear to be underestimated by theory, although their lo
tions are fairly well matched.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The large number and appropriate distribution of our e
perimental results over the energy range of investigat

d
file
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ies,
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ur
FIG. 11. Detail of the near-edge oscillations
the CuK edge on anabsolutescale, compared
to recent solid state computations using the FD
technique. d, this work ~dot size represents
10s). This work is in excellent agreement wit
the relative observations. Locations of peaks a
well represented by theory@47#, but offsets, back-
ground levels, and relative amplitudes of pea
need further theoretical investigation. Relativ
experimental measurements of Aberdam@49# fail
to give accurate edge step heights, edge energ
or scaling, but they give good relative structu
for the peak oscillations, which agrees with o
absolute results.
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~8.84–20 keV! are important features of this work. Our re
sults are among the first of sufficient accuracy to probe
distinguish between alternative theoretical calculations
to quantify solid-state contributions near the CuKa edge.
The data provide high-precision profiles of structure and
multaneously high-accuracy results. This promises to al
observation of small contributions to the near-edge struc
~such as purported AXAFS!. The data obtained are releva
for MAD, XAFS, and tomographic investigations, in add
tion to their relevance for the mass attenuation coeffici
and atomic form factor in theoretical and experimen
investigations.

The x-ray extended range technique is capable of de
mining the relative structure and absolute values of the p
toelectric absorption coefficient and the imaginary com
nent of the atomic form factor with one order of magnitu
improvement in accuracy and application over a wider ra
of energy, and better calibration of all systematics. This p
vides a direct window into an orbital-by-orbital transform
the electron density. The technique provides an abso
baseline for the quantitative interpretation of XAFS stru
ture, and can compare such a structure with an atomic,
lated atom model to quantitatively investigate atomic re
nances and solid state ordering.

In the current experiment, the lower energy results s
gest the validity of the DHF approaches to determine w
functions and form factors rather than the Hartree-Sla
method. While this may seem obvious, each method invo
a range of different assumptions and convergence issues
s
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previous experimental results have not been of sufficient
curacy to distinguish between these alternatives. The sim
Hartree-Slater method still appears quite reliable in the up
energy range~between 15 keV and 20 keV!. The ‘‘renormal-
ization’’ procedure is not supported by this experimental d
set.

Detailed solid state theory is required to explain details
the structure and oscillations observed in this experime
although current experimental data appears to challenge
these approaches relating to absolute calibration, backgro
levels and edge steps, and values well away from ed
Further experiments are invited for energies above 20 k
where deviations between theories again reach several
cent. A finer measurement grid near the edge location w
the same absolute accuracy as reported would contribute
nificantly to solid state investigations and to near-edge XA
studies.
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